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2019 is the 22nd anniversary of this great event and which unlike so many other competitions can be booked out in some 

weapons by the end of April. Early entry is recommended. While initially the Brits had little difficulty in coming home with 

all the trophies, over the 21 years not only has the standard of fencing in Malta improved tremendously, but the 

competition now attracts entries from many different nations and last year they numbered 18.  What makes this number 

especially relevant is that being a relatively small competition, there should be a good mix in each poule. If now you wish 

to come back with a gold, which is usually in the form of a generously 

sized cup that you can keep, you will have to work very hard.  The style 

of the Maltese is a little different from what one meets in a British 

National Open and now that the competition attracts so many from 

other nations, it really creates a fantastic learning experience for anyone 

who has not fenced outside of GB. 

If you compete you will come home with a medal! Some have been taken 

aback by winning a medal for being last!  But these medals are intended 

merely as keepsake of fencing in Malta. There are also medals for being 1st, 2nd, 3rd etc.  To encourage entry in all three 

weapons, (for the ladies, two) there are Master of Arms trophies. There are individual and team events and the teams are 

usually drawn on the day from all the competitors and with some regard on how they were positioned in the individual. 

The Maltese are very hospital and we invariably have some social event. 

We leave it to each entrant to make their arrangements on accommodation and 

flights. We particularly recommend Air Malta who give a very generous sword bag 

allowance of over 30KG for just £26 and offer flights from quite a number of 

airports around the UK.  Other options are Ryan Air who fly from Luton (watch 

out for their swordbag charge) and British Airways from Gatwick and Heathrow.  

Air Malta talk about sword bags having to be a hard variety, but no problems have 

ever been experienced in booking in a soft bag. To get a good price though, book 

in the swordbag prior to the flight and not at the airport. Air Malta have a sister 

company Malta Direct who offer package deals with accommodation. While in the past we have mainly favoured the 

Santana Hotel in Bugibba, we have for the last four years had a generous offer from the Luna Complex in Mellieha.  We 

have found this a splendid place and with plenty of space around the pools in which do some sparring. It is run by one of 

the fencers.  It also has the advantage  

 The Photos:  From 2018 – The contingent from Scotland making sure we are aware that they picked up the Gold trophy for Foil.    The 

table of trophies  
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that transport to and from the Salle in Mtafa is arranged at a fixed price by Luna but please make that your name is added 

when you check in. For more info go to www.lhcmalta.com  A recommended alternative for accommodation is the 

Santana Hotel in Bugibba, but here you will need to hire a car or make you own arrangements to get to the venue. Another 

option and especially if you are a bigger group is to look at hiring your own villa. It can be a little as £128 per day for a villa 

able to accommodate 8 and perhaps with its own swimming pool. 

Finance, food, etc Malta is part of the EU and from 2008 changed to the Euro. Visa and MasterCard are generally accepted. 

If you are changing cash this may best be done in Malta but beware of banks and it is wise to shop around for the best 

deal.  Food is reasonably priced, and a 3-course set meal with wine should be available for £12 to £16.  In supermarkets 

you will find most of the brands with which you are familiar, but if you have any special preferences for health foods, eg 

Dorset Cereal, it could be a good idea to take some with you.  There is an abundance of fresh locally ripened fruit and the 

local wine is very pleasant.  

The influence of GB in the past has resulted in our British styled 3 pin plug matching their sockets! So, one less thing to 

worry about. 

The fencing itself.  Takes place in the gymnasium of what used to be Military Hospital in Mtafa which in the centre of 

Malta and just across the valley from the historic Medina. The gym is marked out with four pistes (hence the limited 

numbers for each event), it has very large windows and there is invariably a cooling breeze flowing through. Individual 

Foil and Team Foil will take place on the Saturday, Individual Epee and Men’s Sabre on the Sunday and Team Epee on the 

Monday.  

Entry fees are paid in Malta and are 28 euros for one event, 34 euros for 2, and 39 for 3.  Entry for UK citizens can be 

made direct to spfcmaltaopen@gmail.com, or through swordsman@salago.co.uk.  Please make sure you have FULL 

British Fencing membership 

In co-ordinating the British entry, it would be appreciated that if enter direct that you also inform 
swordsman@salago.co.uk.   Prior to the event we will make sure that the organisers are aware of your ranking and it can 
be useful to all the British fencers to know who is coming, where they are staying and for how long.  
 

Places to visit and trips     In Valletta The Grand Harbour and Barraca 

Gardens. National War Museum and the 

Wartime Experience. Archbishop’s Palace. 

Fort Rinella (the largest gun ever made) 

and an opportunity to fire an 8” Howitzer. 

Each year Fort Rinella put on a 

demonstration of rifle shooting, bayonet 

drill and for the last two years, sabre on 

horseback. Well worth going to; the programme changes each year but be aware, it is 

closed on Mondays. National Museum of Fine Art.   

In Medina and Rabat. Archbishop’s Palace. Roman Villa. St Paul’s Grotto. St Paul’s 

Catacombs. The Medina Experience. St Agatha’s Catacombs.  In Gozo. The Cathedral 

Museum and Armoury. Natural Science Museum. Bishop’s Palace.  In the middle of Nowhere 

Popeye Village (the stage set for the film). Prehistoric Temples, Salt Pans and The Blue Grotto

 There are lots of day trips by boat around the islands. If you wish to go further afield, a 

hydrofoil trip to Sicily is possible with a coach tour to the active volcano, Mt Etna.  There is 

plenty of nightclub life and compared to some years ago a good bus service in the evenings. 

If Taxi may be required, make sure you agree a price before starting the journey.  Walks and 

other Activities.  At a guess around 50% of the island is developed. Once though you are 

clear of the Urban Areas, there are attractive walks around the coastline and through the 

largely cultivated countryside.  For some parts walking boots makes the going easier.  Other activities include scuba diving 

(highly recommended), pony trekking, windsurfing and fishing (if you are keen why not slip a rod in with your swords?) 

Photos:  At Fort Rinella – preparing for a demo of lance on horseback and an 8” Howitzer being fired.  Enjoying supper together with the Maltese 

fencers and one of the Italian referees giving a ‘V’ sign to the photographer? 
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